
CIORAN AND NIETZSCHE'S PHILOSOPHY

CiprianVAiCAN

A. Nietzsche's Portrait
F'or young cioran, Nietzsche is the exemplary philosopher exacdy

because fte ir 
".tuatty 

an anti-philosopher, because he refuses the dogmatic

enclosure inside the borders of a system and he firlly assumes the perils offacing

a reflection upon the existential abyss, and upon its exalting tragicalness' His

vivid, versatile, confessional, paradoxical, and contradictory thinking seems to

be the only one suited for a ge.reration that su-ffers different influences of his

worlg filtered by vitalism, which is the doctrine that dominate the European

culture's landscape.

Even before reading Nietzsche, many of that epoch's young intell ectuals

discovered themselves trapped in a Nietzschean spiritual climate, because

all the themes that obsess th.rn, all the ideas in the name of which they

got to fight for, with the enthusiasm specifi.c for their age, are often just

,o-" *ore or less fortunate modifications of themes which are Present

in the German wfiter's works. Nietzsche's philosophy captivaies not only

because it answers perfectly well to challenges that are mainly derived from

itself, to problems that the very same philosophy has invented, but first

of all because it is sustained by Nietzsche's myth, the myth of the Person

who does not hesitate to sacrifice himseH in the name of his exigency of

analyzinguntil the end the ins and outs of the becoming. Nietzsche's figure,

the way it has passed in the consciousness of the posterity is very well

described, by an- observation on modern authors, made by Susan Sontag,

that they try to accentuate their marginal condition in order to legitimate

this way their vision's freshness and power: "One may tell a modern writer

from his efforts to keep himself away from the society, to be morally useless

to the communiry from his tendency to Present himself not as a critic of

ihe society, b
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period were less interested in searchi
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Looking back at that period, Cioran says that the phase of the religion of

'--raliry, of the true philosophical orgy of feeling and intensiry was a necessary

;:ep toward his intellectual completion, because it allowed him to notice all
-re exaggerations and the perils implied by such an attitude, contributing this
-l;ay to his maturation 

^t 
a superior level, to getting to a point of implacable

-:rci&ty nurtured exacdy by the disappointments of his youth. Accepting
jris conclusion represents the moment of overcoming Nietzsche's worship,

nd especially the denial of the idea of the overman, an idea tfrat was once

.ccepted as an irrefutable fact, idea that the grown-up Cioran considers an

iberration. For him, Nietzsche, the hero of his youth, survived only as ,decay
'-;cpert, the psychologist, an aggressive psychologist who does not remain just

an observer,like the moralists. He scans aggressively and he makes enemies"

Enemies invoked in his own spirit, just like the vices that he sears. When he

ights against the wealg he is proceeding to introspection, and when he is

attacking the decline he is actually describing his own state."4

This toct from the ztll Gall Is Disided is extremely important because

it marks the &stance that Cioran takes from Nietzsche, or at least from
that image of Nietzsche that used to dominate his youth. The Nietzsche of
vitality, of heroic effort, of greatness and the supremacy of force, the often

burlesque Nietzsche that the European nationalists invoked, that Nietzsche

of the overman is a thinker that Cioran does not feel close to. Here a change

in his intellectual pref,erences is also detected, because, as he confesses in his

Notebooks:,,,4.s I grow older I place myself at the opposite of Nietzsche's ideas,

under all their aspects. I like the frenetic thinkers less and less. I prefer the

wise and skeptical ones -<<the uninspiredu by excellence, the ones that no pain

can excite or bother.I like the thinkers that remind us of dormant volcanoes."s

Moreover, there is also a strategy of keeping a distance from a thinker whom

he is often compared to and in whose vicinity he wants to present his own

differences and specificity. In a conversation with Jean-Frangois Duval he

pretends that, although he read Nietzsche when he was young, he does not

really know him, because he never reread those texts, and an authot really

Ibidem,p.767.
Cioran, Cahiers, p. 107.
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exists for him only if he rereais ais rvorlg as he did with Dostoevsky and

Shakespeare6. Asked about the sirnilarities between Nietzsche and himself
in terms of historical vision, he denies any possible relationship, saying that
between him and the German philosopher there is only a temperamental
similitudeT.In a dialogue with Benjamin Ivry, he implies that Nietzsche only
used the aphorism when he started to become crazy,onlywhen he felt he was

about to lose his equilibrium, therefore only in an exceptional state, while
he himself had always practiced this way of writing, as a consequence of an

inborn tiredness, of a basic sickness that has become his natural states.

Cioran uses all the occasions to delimitate himself from NieLzsche, as

if he was trnrg hard to escape the huge and penlyitng force of the influence
of a great spirit, of whom Harold Bloom himself speakse. Apart from some

of the methods described by the American critic (adulteration, distortion.
change of meaning) that serve him as ways of protection at the text's level-

he also tries to explicidy reject any possible parallels that the analysts of his

works make between him and Nietzsche. That is the very same reason whi'
there are so many fragments in which Cioran speaks of the fact that he go:
over Nietzsche, that he reached a less optimistic vision upon e>ristence, whil.
the latter had never been able to overcome a certain narvety due to his shyness

and his ignorance of the people, always remaining a philosopher suited jus:
for the young ones, for the innocent ones: "Nietzsche himself seems narve tc

rne now.I distanced myself fionn Nietzsche, for rvhom I used to have respec:

and admiration. But I realized there was something too immature in his work
So it seems to me. Because I was more rotten, older than him. However, -

knew people better. I had a life experience and an e4perience of the humr
being which was profounder than his".10

Implicidy, Cioran suggests that there would be thinkers that are suite:
for each period in life, according to their degree of complexity, to their abili.,
to detach themselves, and to the clarity and qualiry of the human knowledg.

5 Cioran, "Entretien avecJean-Frangois D,tval' in Entretiens,p.42
7 Cioran, "Entretien avec Ftitz J. Rzdatz" in Entretien s, p. 167.
8 Cioran, "Entretien avec Benjamin lvry" ir:. Entretiens, p.270-277.
9 See Harold Bloom, Zhe Anxiety of Inl1uence,New York, Ot'ord University Press, 1973.
10 Cioran, oEnfietien 
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:-: they are displaying. Nietzsche, although he is a genius, although he is

:Jandy gifted, would only be a philosopher ad wsutr. delphini, precisely
'---ause he did not manage to overcome a certain level of illusions, precisely
'a:ause he did not manage to reach that level of skepticism thatwould be the

:-::k of a really &sabused spirit, of those who were able to distill the entire
-rge of poisons of the existence, thus offering the necessary dose of clnicism
: -jreir vision to make it insurmountable. In this class of thinkers, the onJ.r'

:--x suited for the reallymature people, for those redy to receive the most

:::tal messages about man and his true nafirre, there are onlyvery few refined

:its, who are chosen especially from the stoics, the skeptics, some French

:rralists, and from different nameless losers that have received wisdom in
r-.rs not related to books.

Cioran's entire intervention is suggesting that he sees himsel-f placed

i:rong the thinkers of the last type, and that he tends to put into the former

:::egory the destroyers of illusions, flre beasts of lucidity, as he proceeds to

:-:roinating all the possible rivals who need to be &scredited on the grounds

:: their very narvety, of their endless trust in the utopian improvement and

:ansformation of the human race.

Moreoveq by plalnng the card of wisdom, Cioran criticizes Nietzsche

;:arting from those thirp that used to fascinate him in his youth, using

,:ecifically the details of his life that are in sheer contradiction with the

:rost provocative and final of his statements. In his youth, Cioran had been

:ascinated with Nietzsche's tragic destiny,with his inner turmoils that led him
:c insanity by exhausting his vital reserves, as the romantic legend built around

ie author of Thus SpaAe Zaratltustra,legend thatwas embraced enthusiastically

--'y the young Cioran. When he grew up, adopting the image of a disabused

;keptic and of a radical misanthrope, he came to attack exacdy those details

rf Nietzsche's kfe that he found to be scandalously missing a' drarrratic nature

:r the potential of provoking revolts. He reproached Nietzsche the normality
and kindness of his behavior, the fear of excesses, the bourgeois side of his

:oncrete existence: "There is nothing more depressing nad pathetic than

Nietzsche's life at Sils-Maria, among other things, where he was acting like
arcyalty in front of old English and Russian la&es, begging them not to read
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his books. He had a special respec for pious women. - In t},e whole history of
philosophy, tlere is no otier individual who has lived in such a contradiction
with,I wouldnt say his ideas, but his morals. He was a lamb d.reaming to be
a woH"11.

such comments can be often found in his Noteboohs,in which cioran
does not seem to get tired of showing his revolt toward this separation
between the life and the writings, having, of course, the implicit intention of
proving that this is the opposite of his own case, that the things he writes, the
descriptions of his humors and his d.arkness are perfectly fitted to his attitude,
that there is no such thing as a forged image or tn" writer cioran but iusr
an exact and transparent transcript of his perpetual d.isgust 

"rrd 
.orro*, tlrr:

cioran the writer is the exact expression of the real ciorrn, without maslc
and without any disguise.

Howeveq the very same huge contradiction, this extreme non-
concordance is considered to be the main ingredient of Nietzsche's success,
because, as cioran notices, that is exactly what the modernists expect, i:
is the spicy element that keeps their interest in his philosophy "*.t . Th,
modernists'flaws are also reflected in their passions, in their insatiable thirs:
for gossip and plotting, in their maniacar curiosity, shown when they uncove:
the most intimate secrets of the great men. only the paradoxical and th=
eccentric details, the scandal, .rtr g-"t their attention, only the excess can see.
fascinating to thern. And *.hose are exactly the reasons that make Nietzsche .
philosopher suited to the modernists'tastes:,,we love when a sick and cripple:
man' a customer of academies for young Ladies is the apologist of foice, c:
egoism, of the hero that has no scruples. He would have been the image of th.
type of man he celebrated in_his writings, he would have ceased to Lep or
interest alive a long time ago [...] A small piece of fraud in the tragedy," tit ..
dishonesty even in the incurable - that seems to me to be the disiinctive si5:
of modernism."l2

The catalogue of the objections that cioran raises, one by one, agair.:
Nietzsche seems to be made ina.way that accentuates those very aspects of *..

11
11

Cioran, Cahiers, p. 7 7 O-77 t.
Cioran, Cahins,p.7l}
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lerman philosopher's thinking that prevent him from being another Cioran.
lioran often gives the impression that he is likely to find himseHin Nietzsche's

-:rage and that he is reproaching him the missing resemblances, the fact that
:-e is not the exact replica of his own image. His critical observations seem

-most to show what missing feaflrres hindered Nietzsche from being another
Jioran.

The ffue inheritor of Rivarol's satirical verve, e4pert of the anecdote and
rf harsh, witfyjokes, Cioran compares Schopenhauer and Nietzsche, deciding
rat the former has a superior sense of humor: "He has the advantage of e

;ense of humour thrt ZanthrJstra\ poet lacks completely. Nietzsche was too
:ure, he had lived too ]itde among people, he was too much dominated b), th.
:agic vein to be capable of this form of skepticism that humour imp1ies"13.

Being a fervent reader, certain of his own refined tastes and of the value
cf his esthetical judgments based on a huge enryclopedic culture, he records
maliciously the errors that Nietzsche makes in his opinions on different
authors, considering him as the equal of Voltaire in the huge nonsense
he utters: 

"Nietzsche, 
though proud of his own <intuition>, of his <<flairr, ,

though sensing Dostoevsky's importance, made so many errors, showing his
admiration for a lot of second and third-rate writers!What zmazes us is the
fact that he also t-hought that Bacon was hiding behind Shakespeare, the
weakest poet among philosophers.If we made a list with all his ravings, we
would quickly rcahze that those are just as big and just as many as Voltaire's;
still Nietzsche has an excuse: he often makes mistakes because he wants to be
frivolous, while the Frenchman did so without any effort"la.

skeptical, always parading about his power of getting healed of allthe
possible narveties, of forever facing the dreadfirl burden of lucidity, ferocious
enemy of any kind of utopias and of any kind of projects of reforming the
human nature that he considered foolish, Cioran looks down on Nietzsche's
attempt to offer new goals to the humanity. Moreover, from his position of

13 Cioran,Cahiers,p.T67.TltsremarkiscontradictedbymostofNietzsche'scommentators,who
observe the extremely important role played by humour in his work Alexis Philoneko's observ'ations are
signif,cant in ftis sense,Nietntbe, Ie rire et Ie tragiqua, Paris, Librairie g€n6rale frangaise, 7995,p.17-78.

14 Cioran, Ecartilement in Oeuwes, p. 7491.-
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sworn enemy of t}re imitators and the epigons, position which Peter Sloterdijk
emphasizes in a very refined ura)/ in one of his comments on cioran's *ork ir,
cioran amends Nietzsche's success, his cohort of disciples, which he considers
to be a genuine fall of a rea11y original spirie "The weak, the sickly, les
grabataires who dare to put forward a new cree of hum ^ ryrNietzsche, the
most pathetic and optimistic of all. He moved from pessimism to delirium:
that's why he had so many disciples, most of them groiesque,'16.

Being always attracted by the image of the loser, ihe unfu]filled, the
anonymous wise man, he, as simone Bou6 will confesslT, avoids to appear in
public, among people, and to search for success at all costs, the haughty 

"l"rio"of the ego, cioran reproaches Nietzsche the megalomania of his li'st writings.
that loud proclamation of his unrivaled genius that seems annoying ani
excessively childish to him: "Except Ecce Homo,I don't like the late Nietzs.h..
what estranges me from him is the megalomania he never gives up.I likec
that when I was youngi now I changed the tune"rs.

cioran, obsessed himseHby the idea of his incapacity to write, of wha:
he presumed to be his fatal sterility, keeps on showinj his admiration for tlie
spirits that suffer from thatvery same disease, for those whose doubting nahre
urges them to be very parsimonious with words. Declaring himself a slave o:
his humors and caprices, a thinker who only writes orrd.r"th" authority of ar
internal impulse that c_annot possibly be censwed, while himself ,"pr.r.rr,,
the main substance of his llniting, just Jike in Montaigne's case, he can onl,,,
look with a certain compassion, mixed with envy, at fhose who are able tc
write anything, anytime and anway considering them just mercenaries o:
their ambitions of success, high impostors, who." .re"tions are not subiect r.
any profound necessity, behind whose creations there is no manifest realin
poor scratchers of the vacuum.The favorite sample for such kind of person.
is always sartre, whose notoriety and apparent facility of writing huge work
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Paris, Calmann -L 6vy, 2000, p. I 5 2.
16 Cioran, Cahiers, p.775.

- 77 Simone Bou6, "Interview" in Norbert Dodille, Gabriel Liiceanu (ed,.), Lectures de Cioran,pu:,
Montr6al, IJHarmattan, 7997, p. 35-36.

18 Cioran, Cahiers, p.760.
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Even for those that did not aPPreciate his intellectual preferences or his

-.ray of thinking, the topic of cioran's style cannot be attacked, because even

js worst "rr.*i.r, 
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79 Cioran, Ecartllement'tn O euttres, p- 7457'

20 Cionl, Cahins, P. 328.

21 Cioran, "Entretien avec Benjamin Tivry" h Entretiens' p' 27Q

22 Cioraa,,"Entretien avec Fernando Savater" in Entretiens' p' 22'
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the beauty of Nietzsche's language and the fact thathe didnt feel the need. to
invent new words in order to express his nuanced thoughts, thus being able
to be considered the best German stylist: "Nietzsche is, without any doubq
the best German stylist. fn a country where the philosophers wrote so badly,
a counter-reaction was necessary, the birth of a genius of the Verb, peerless

eoen atnzngpeo|le i.n loae with language, as tlte Frenchflten Are. For there is no
counte{part for Niezsche in France - in terms of the phrasing, by which I
mean the intensity of the phrasing"23.

Cioran always insists on the fact that the books'infuences are not enough,
that those are not able to furnish the equivalent of a concrete e4perience,
especially of a personal one. For him, the really good writers are those who
had the kind of knowledge that sufferance created, those who had to fight
vsith their inner darkness, thus obtaining the substance of their texts, actually
writing, always, about themselves. The example that is preferred by Cioran is
the connection between the life and the work of Dostoevsky, and the force that
his writings acquired, due to his dramatic destiny: "Dostoevsky's life was hell.
He experienced all possible trials and tensions. He is undoubtedly the most
profound writer in terms of inner e4periences. He went to the final limit"2a.
He sees himself as a part of that category therefore his pleading for such a
qpe of thinkers, the only one who is profound and authenttc,is actrally apro
domo plea. Nietzsche earns Cioran's appreciation because he fits that model
perfecdy, because he can be included among the spirits that are alike in their
feverish searches, and because ofthe risks he takes, the strength that he proves
when he thinks against himsel-f his permanent sufferance, his hallucinating
expression and, last but not least, because of the intensity of his clnicism:
oThe fact that Nietzsche, Proust and Rimbaud survive the changes of fashion
can be explained by their groundless cruelty, by their demoniac surgery by
their generosity in offering the poison.Their ferocity makes theirwritings last,
keeping them young.E-pty statement? Think ofthe prestige ofThe Boolg an
aggressive book, one of the most venomous ever to have been written."2s

Cioran, Cahiers, p. 7 55.
Cioran, "Entretien avec Brad<a Bogavac Le Compte'in Entretiens,p.269.
Cioran, Syllogismes de I'amertume'n O euwes, p. 7 49.
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we have mentioned previously - that there are numerous proofs of a massive

Nietzschean influence that appear in the texts of the French-Romanian
philosopheq influence that follows a falling curve, from showy and often
pernicious omnipresence in his early writin5, in which many paragraphs
seem to be merely reformulations of some of Nietzsche's most used and
best known ideas, to a refined dilution in the texts wrote in French by the
thinker, in which his spiritual maturity leads him to skillfirlly hide all the
themes borrowed from other authors, as a naflrral consequence ofthe organic
integration of those themes in his own intellectual vision. Far from being
superficial influences, far from representing a surface polish hiding the
hegemony of other philosophical models, Nietzsche's influences are present
at all levels in Cioran's texts written during his youth, being the constant
landmarks that organize the restless dynamics of his ref.ection and serving
him as reference elements, governing his ontological, gnoseological and
ethical conceptions.

They grow dim and practically disappear in the last of Cioran's
volumes, and this distance taken in relation with Nietzsche's thinling is the
consequence of a,rcalKeltrethatmarks the passage from the Romanian period
to the writer's French period, when, beyond the continuities that zrre ra;ther
apparent than of substance, and beyond a certain thematic similarity, his
thinking records a profound transformation, wh-iIe he gets to have, in many
aspects, positions direcdy opposite to those he sustained while he was young.
This major di-fference was often ignored by the commentators of his works,
which proved to be to attached to the idea of Cioran's work unity, considering
that his obsessions and interests stay the same from beginning until the end,
and the differences appear only at the level of style, where the often not very
polished writing, containing many lyrical accents typical of the Romanian
texts, is replaced by the sobriety and the elegance of the forms of one of
the most important virtuosos of words in the F'rench prose of the twentieth
century.

It is probable that Cioraris confessions contributed to the creation of
this inaccurate image, since he always insisted, both in his writings and in the
interviews he gave, upon the continuities, upon the core of organic origins of
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his inspiration, and against the changes and movements of perspective that

could have been noticed during his worh amusing himself to state that his

vision upon the world. *", pru.ti.ally entirely acquired at the age of twenty'

without suffering major changes ever since'

Things ".*"tty 
tt"pp"rrld in the exact oPPosite way' and Ciorart's work

is the perfect expression of a contra&ctory spirit

obsessive nucleic themes from ever changing pe

Cioran the thinker stay the same, but the way

patterns of his reflection varies very much, therefore it is impossible to

establish a continuity between his work as a youtl and his mature writings'

It seems easier to sustain that Cioraris French writings represent an almost

systematical and deliberate denial of every belief an_d lnirif 
formulas he used

in his Romanian works, a merciless demolition of the idols he builds due

to his youthful ftenzy.cioran seems to fight againslhimself, and the saying

that has become f"-oo., ,To think against oneself," used by susan sontag

to characterize his philosophical sryle, can also have this meaning, it can be

understood as fighting 
"on,irrrrorr.ly ""d 

firriously with a younger self, with

the serthat was not 
"ip"ri*"rrted 

enough to put on his skeptical thell,and 
to

reject all the mermaid-lik" *roi.es of the illusions that appear during his lifetime'

I 
"h"v. 

used many arguments to point out this radical change of perspectives

in the case of his ,"liaion with Nietzsche's figure, and there is an abundance

of samples that can be used tc sustain such a hypothesis, since practically the

only author toward whom cioraris attitude remained unchanged was Pascal,

who was always considered the exemplary writer, authentic and troubling in

the verisimilitude of his feelings'

since we are trying, as announced before, to make and inventory of

Nietzsche's influence, o1 Cior"ris works, it is better to do so sequentially'

by trying to follow the manner in which many German writers'ideas were

taken over, and which is the role of those ideas in the dynamics of cioraris

writings.To make it clearer,we will try to pr

adoptions and changes of ideas according

ont;logical, gnoseological and ethical fo

Rlginari.
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a Ontology.
The ontological vision that young Cioran embraced corresponds to his

choleric temper and to his strong preference for tragic heroism, for whom what
matters more is the enthusiasm, the sel-fiessness, the courage, the power of the
will, rather than the refined sophistical mind games or their fine conceptual
distinctions. That is exactly the reason why this perspective is not dominated
by a reflection toward the never- ending variations of the relation between
the existence and the essence, it is not a meditation upon the pure being or
the way in which &fferent characteristics of the being can be found ttoo"sh
the mediation of categories, but rather it is entirely governed by the interest
in finding the mysteries of the world. The life in capital letters, the life as an
ontological principle is the main preoccupation of Cioran the thinker, who
fit-Iy believes that the core foundation of the existence is exactly the creation
of harmony with the overfl.owing power of life, with its inational and over-
individual character.

For Cioran, the baclqground of edstence is one of dark changes, of
chaotic and contradictory movements, the conclurence between creation
and destruction, between the imposition of some forms and their necessary
overcoming. The world is not harmonious, symmetrical, teleologically
controllable, the world is not the island of rationality and evolution that lots
of philosophers talk about, influenced either by the belief in the perfection
of an all-mercifirl creator, or by a set of ideas specific to the Enlightenment.
The world is mastered by the merciless exigenry of becoming, of infinite
change, of the cruelty of a process that takes place fatally, meaninglessly and
senselessly: ,,The true dialectic oflife is a demoniac and agontzingone, in the
perspective ofwhich Jife appears to be meandering in an eternity of night firll
of phosphorescences that ampli$r the mystery even more."3o Cioran's image of
the anarchical tumult of life, of its barbaric and delirious rhythm, is an echo
of many of Nietzsche's texts dealing with the abyss of existence, with the
tenifying magma that boils and agptates behind the temporary forms that are

installed to make everyday life possible:,,Do you knowwhat <the world> is to

30 Cioran'tmpotrivaoamenilorinteligen!.",Disrobolul,ro.9,Mayt933,p.l-2lnRcvelaf,iledu-
rerit, of. cit.,p.106-
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As Michel Haar notices, the omnipotence of this vision of the chaos6at rules the profo rnd reality of universe has two functions in the economy
of Nietzsche's texts. First of all, it tries to eliminate all the optimistic visionsdthe way in which the universe functions, from the stoic image of the worrdEke a huge cosmic animal to the diffe
rhe beauty and the finality ofthe world
qfistance upon which will be exercise
will for power, since the chaos
both those animate and those i
irresistible impedalism32.

In Ciorart's case, this dramati
offorces th*lay at the foundations
a veryvivid vision of a tragcheroism, thi
about the fate of the universe and the apocalyptic visions of the pessimist.

31 Friedrich Nietzsche, La ttolont€ de puissanee,I-Il, trad. par Genevidve Bianquis, paris, Gal-limard 1995, aphorism 1067.
32 Cf Michel Haar,Metzsche et la m€taphy:igue,pafis,GaJhmard, 1993, p. 1g1.
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Cioran tries to propose, following closely the spirit of Nietzsche's texts, a
courageous confrontation of all the trials that life imposes and the exalted
embracing of all their consequences, rejecting the passivity, the monotony,
the resignation. I{ in Niezsche's case, the proclamation oi amorfati is the
consequence of his paradoxical conception of the eternal return and of the
importance he attributes to the will for po\4rer, Cioran, who does not seem to
be interested in Nietzsche's cyclical conception and who regards the concept
of the will for power as useless, keeps only the idea of a fossible ,yrrth.ri,
between optimism and pessimism that is meant to surpass them both.

The solution that Cioran foresees for a good integration among the
cosmic rhythms is the enforcement of feetng, the worship oflife's pat"doxical
cannibalism, the acceptance of the honors and the dynamism e4plosions that
compose the vital flux ,,Brothers,I wish to you that the life inside you gets
so intense that you die and get destroyed by it. Die of too much life! Destoy
your life! Howl the howling of Iife inside you, sing, in your last songs, the last
whirls ofyour 1ife"33

This abundance of vitality, this enthusiastic hurl into the vortex of
ercistence is the only way for men to live with dignity, without falling prey
to narve speculations about a world regulated by the ineluctable t"*r oi tttl
progress, nor to the whipping reflections upon the absurd that dominate
the universe and keeps humanity trapped in an infinite horizon of disasters.
No*icing the lack of sense is not an cpportunity to lose hope, but represents
the privileged way to fortift oneself, deciding to face the accumulation of
facts and events that destiny puts forward, with one's entire being, without
resentments and reserves, simply enjoyrng the fact that one is alive, caught in
the movement of the monstrous show that the world is performing, th-e fact
that one is an actor of the irrational cosmic play.

It is exacdy because he misses a ph-ilosophy that would state the
importance of li[e, a philosophy that was referred to as the ph_ilosophy of yes
by Nietzsche, Cioran, who uses a rhetoric close to the lyricisrn of Thus Spake
Zarathustra, never stops proclaiming the need to worship life, to b"**.

33 Cioran, Cartea amdgirilor/Ibe B ook of D e lusions, p. gl-g2.
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But Cioran operates a change in Nietzsche's texts.I{ for the German
writer, life is only a particular case of the will for power, a means to develop
the forms of power, the author of AIt Gall Is Di.vided rejects the idea of thl
possibility to subordinate life to another principle, therefore considers the
existence of the will for power to be futile: ,,It is not the power that needs to
define the throb of this life, but the shared ecstasy needs to get closer to the
beings in immaterial vibrations [...] Man, in his ideal form, dreamed himself
strong, a beast, and, because of that, he was only able to live at the periphery
of life. But the time has come when the human form of existence needs to
be eliminated in order to get in touch with the depth of liFe which is covered
by man's illusions."37 Cioran sees here the projection of an anthropomolphic
illusion and he refuses to accept the transformation of the will for powerinto
a cosmogonic principle, into the main force that shapes the deepest aspects of
life. For him,life corresponds to Nietzsche's will for power, and the feahses
that he attributes to life can be entirely identified in the texts that describe
the way the will for power functions. This way, when he describes the abysmal
vortex oflife he writes:,,Life is like a long agony and, in its function of a.rcad
to death is nothing else but a different statement ofthe demoniacal dialectic of
life, according to which this creates forms only to destroy them in an irrational
and immanent productioity.The multiplicity of vital forms does not sum up
into a convergence beyond the vitality or into a transcendent intentionality,
but rather reahzes itself in a crazy rhythm in which you cannot recognize
anything but the dementia of becoming and destruction. The irrationality of
life mani{ests itselfin this overflowing expansion of forms and contents, in this
frenetic tendency of substinrting ne\^r aspects to those that were used, while
this substitution does not represent a considerable addition or a qualitative
increase"38.

But the dialectics of the will for power works at Nietzsche in the exact
same way, because, as Jean Granier notices3e, the will for power expresses, in

37 Cioran, C ar te a amdgirilor/Ib e B o o k of D e lus io tr s, p. 7 9 - 80.
38 Cioran, Pa eulmile disperdrii/On the Heigltts of Despair,p.37-38.
39 Jezn Granier, Le problime de Ia oeritd dans Ia pbitosophie de Nietzsche,Paris, Il&tions du Seuil,

7966,p.464.
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fi. uoity of the same creative 61an, both the act by which the matter is given
b form, and the insurmountable tendency to transcend ary fintte po.itiorr,
aysignificance which was predetermined.This way, on the one hand, the will
5r power will be behind the creation ofthe world of forms, by its conservative,
ractive aspect, and on the other hand, its active, effervescent, alwalrs boiling,
dmension will impose the transgression of those forms, making it impossible
o limit itself to a closed system of inteqpretations.

consistent, in spite of his pleasure to cultivate the paradox, with
Nietzsche's vision about the forces that make the entire world move, won
over by this dynamical image which suits his temperament, Cioran borrowed
other key elements from the German philosopher's thinking, and thus proved
himself an almost Orthodox Niezschean in the texts of his youth,-which
tppry, in his specific way, the'theses of his master. His reflection is almost
entirely dominated by motives and solutions of Nietzschean stnrcture that
he assumes in an almost organic way, finding them suitable to express his
way of reporting himseH to existence. Although Cioran's writing is very
imprinted with the spirit of Nietzsche's philosophy, although even rhe
tonality of Cioran's texts is strongly influenced by a certain rhetorical voice,
specific to the author of Zaratltustra, Cioran is only interested in those of
Nietzsche's reflections that answer some questions that he feels almost
instandy he needs to ask himself, surpassing any bookish mediation. That way,
he is not at all preoccupied with many concepts that are central to Nietzschels
wltanscltauungr ltke the eternal return, the will for power, the overman.
Although he is profoundly Nietzschean, he is not 

" 
..*iI. one, a Nietzschean

that would mechanically appropriate certain theses only because they belong
to the master. He only uses those nuclei of ideas that permit him to express
himself better, tlrat correspond to his dominant affective tonality.That is the
way we should understand the numerous confessions about the vital sorrrces
of his philosophy, about the organic inspiration of his reflections, not in the
sense that they did not suffer any influences from another thinker, not in the
sense of a spontaneous elaboration, unconditioned by books, but in the sense
that the fact of getting closer to them was strictly determined by his need.s,
Iike a natural incorporation, like the digestion of a food that is absolutely
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But the main engine of knowledge is faith, the anticipation of the
nature of what is going to be discovered, and, therefore, the shaping of reality
according to the exigencies of the subject involved in the process of knowing.
It is the creation of a world that corresponds to his vital projections and
that ensutes the necessary conditions to preserve and perpetuate the species,
modifring the traditional vision upon truth as adeguaqtrei et intellectus and
replacing it with a more pragmatic definition, according to which, truth is
only what is usefirla2.

For Nietzsche, this kind of truth is the core element of the machinery
which is created and controlled by the will for power, in order to produce, on
a regular basis, the necessary level of illusions that allows life to continue.It is
the result of a willingly elroneous interpretation that tries hard ro eliminate
from the universe everything that is contradictory illusory subject to change,
in order to replace it with what is permanent, unchangeable, identical to itseH

The depreciation of the senses for knowledge, the minimization of the
importance of the body and of its instinctive wit, are all part of this program,
and so is the privilege accorded to reason and to the ideal world, originated
in Plato's works, by urgrng that the essences be searched the perfect models
of the insignificant realities from the mundane world, the only ones that
can satisfi the inertial need of the human intellect to find again a universe
perfecdy controlled by the laws of logic, in which everything is predictable,
calculated and constant, from which the very idea of surprise, disccntinuity
and multiplicity is eliminated. In this context, the appearances become the
main vehicle of the errors, the royal way in which those messages jam the
exclusive orientation toward the stricdy delimited horizon of the Forms, and,
for that reason, they are always blamed, being considered an irrefutable proof
of the precarious way in which our world is composed, and of the need to
save ourselves by relating the perfection of the superlunar ideal. Nietzsche
is a merciless adversary of this model, which he considers to be the product
of a humanity mined by decadence, unable to create, distrusting its vital
possibiJities, and that is exactly why he does not waste any chance to extol the

42 lbidem, p. 83-83, aphorism 192.
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virfues of the appearanees and to critssze the imaginary superioriny of aworld
that does not aefi-rally exis! being a mere projeetion of the human intelleet,
eaught in the trap of its own 6ef-ions"

Ftre starts a red erusade agatnst this image of the world, trying to
rchabilitate those very features of the reality whieh were depreeiated due to

the predominanee of a vision tlnat tried to {reeze the flood of the beeoming and

to petrifr realiry. This way he tries to topple Flato's model, whieh hc eonsiders

to be responsible for the inversion of the natural relation between imagination
and realiry he tries to emphasize the value of the eonerete, the immanent,

the fluidiry by eliminating the traditiond paradigm about knowledge and

truth, paradigm whieh is exelusively based on searehing for eertainties and

whieh starts from a substantia.List hSrpothesis about the being. Tre goal of his

stn-rggle is to east light on the very features that were eliminated by the idea.Hst

Wltanscltauung,ta ereate questions about all the fictions elaborated by sueh a-

system of thinking, to deseribe that faee ofthe world whieh is earefully tridden

bythe supporters of tlris model"
Tn order to apply his intentions, Nietzsehe, in his fragments, draws a

sharp, almost FTeracfitian deseription of the world, pointing out the dramatic

ontologieai diseontinuiry of the universe, its qualitative riehness, the profound

gap between rca^lities that are eonsidered identieal, the nonexistenee of the

Forms, the statie, the rigiel, and thre eomplete hegemony of the beeoming.

tlic eternal fow; the cndless changes. Starting fiom there, hc proposes ;

mu-ltiplieation of the images of the world, relying on the premisc that there

are no faets, just interpretations, that the reatrity must be seen through a prisn:

that shows tLre perspeetives, that forbids the proelamation of a single coneep:

about tmth: "Tltere are lots of eyes. Even the sphirue has eyes - : therefore there

are lots of *truths" and t-lnerefore there is no trudf'43"

fre dift-erent refleetions upon truth made by Nietzsehe have allowed r-r,

to reeommend, in a previous sfirdfl, starting fromJean Granier's suggestions

the following g,pology of tmth in Nietzsche: the tru-th-utility, the tnrtlr-
probiry, the tmth-duplieity.llhe fust kind of truth, whieh we mentioned briefl'

Frie&ieh Nietzsche, Ia ,uolontd de puisance,I,p.349, aphorism 540.

eiprian VdJcan,Recbrrches autour d'une philosaphie de l'image,Timigoara, Augusta, 1998, p.50-i'
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? 
d. prwious pages, is the result of the effort of the will for power to control$c continuous effervescence of the becoming by imposing a set of categoriesad concepts that are meant to confer 

1om; 
uniformity and predictabiJityI the reality. In this case, the truth is mistaken for the u*r, of rife, it is avry to contribute ,"-.fr: biorogical preservation of the species, by devising a

Frotective shield of illusions. The truth-probity oprrr"r'rhe tendency of therill for power to always overcome itself, to shatteithe world of Forms that is
aspect and to ,,accept the risks of a battle for the
to enter an adventure that threatens to sacrifice

.TL- s...L r___r: !. . .. 
n"l truth, an incomprehensible and abysmal truth.the truth-duplicity impries an extremery compr"x gr*. ;;"Ji*, ;:rwealing, between *1.*d- frftity, by tryiog to g.t over both the graringillusions of idealism.lnd the d"rg"rous'sear.h of thlr. who ty to incrude thefnal and chaotic rearities of the ivorrd. For this p*p*., rhey use the patternof art, not understood in its particular sense as a merely aesthetic activity, but

as prolyctivity in a'large sense, as a continuo,rs produ.tion of forms.
If the idealist lie hac unfavorable consequences on rife, because it deniedentirely the possibility of a tragic reality, againsi which the ind.ividual must fighqtrying to obtain the hegemony by d.vJuirrg 

""d air.r"ditiog a. "o-p.irjvariants, the falsificatiol thal art imposes is a virire and healthy one, which
"Tr.l.- the recognition ofits fictitious character,which encourages the lifeand.allow_s man to join immanence, by maintaining a perpet'al fight betureentruth and illusion: ,]hete is onry one world, 

"rrJ 
ai, *orra is farse, crue!contradictory tempting, s"nseless ... The real world is a worrd constructedthis way' w need tlte lie in order to lioe.The fact that rie is necessary to rive isa part of this awfrrl and dubious ocistence [...] "Life must inspire trust>: thetask established this way is a terrible one. In ord", ,o r.rmu ii, -"n must be aninborn Jiar, he must be, more than anything else, an artis/,a6.

17l



From the perspective of this complex theory of truth, Nietzsche
launches a merciless cziticism of fre irutrumenfs used to impose the truth-
ualiry, warning also, agunst the darlgers impfied by the firious research of
the presumed fina|ffih, of the l<nowledge that the folJowers of the truth-

probity try to acquire.With a rope dmce of ertremevitnrcsity, similar to the

one performed in Thas Spart.e Zaratltustra, he attacks both those that accept

without any critical enamination the heritage of the traditional vision of
the world, rtti.tly conditioned by the conservative, reactionist aspect of the

will for porrer. It manifests itseH in the language, the definition of logic, of

categories and concepts and those that excessively internalize the impulse of

activism, which impose a permanent ffanscendence of the forms, of the firm

contoufs, the stable features of the world, of the activism that was induced by

the creative side of the will for power. The solution towards which his works

tend is the rcahzatson of the always precarious equilibrium between creation

and destruction, individual and shapeless,between Apollo and Dionysus, and,

in order to sustain such a project, he is forced to use an emendation of the

simplified, reductionist visions, which ignore the complexity of efstence and

its contradictory character.

cl). On the one hand, he proceeds to a genealogical approach of the

mechanism of human knowledge, from the way the intellect is constitgted

and its functions up to its most important creations,which are used to impose

the shield of fiction, necessary to protect life and to offer the psychological

comfort that the individuals need in the batde for survival, showing to

what extent all these are conditioned by their biological function, are purely

adaptive, and therefore rejecting the aspirations of objectivity, attributed to it

by it . supporters of a purely contemplative type of knowledge, perceived as

discovering a preexisting troth.
He starts by observing that the human intellect, which has its origins

in the manipulation of images, in assembling and recording the different new

impressions into preexisting structures that give the illusion of identity, is

orgrtur"din such a.way that it tends to Prove the stable and unchanging
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raracter of reality, being unable to seize the becoming. Then he studies the

-ature of language, trying to prove that this supposedly neutral tool is, to

z great.O"rri im"bued wi-th a static vision upon the_world, that it does not

rrimissively serve the pwposes of those who use it, but rather impose them

i system oi repres"nti"g ih. reality. The language is not just a code used to

:ommunicate, it is .roi * extremely precise casting which can represent

;.ccr:rately all the neru.ues of the reality,but a system of signs which contribute

.o ,imp[fong our perspective upon the universe, making our efforts to master

:he nahrre easieraT.

According to Nietzsche, the language, which was created in one

rf the 
"rrly "g", 

of humanity, is a prcoi of the rudimentary psychology of

-!e first humans, a rather exact copy of their vision on the universe, lacking

:efinement, a proof of the way they perceive objects and things as comPact

clocks, ", 
fi*"i, unchangeable realities. The prejudices of this epoch remain

incorporated in the stru-ctures of language in such 
^y^y 

that those who try

,o ,frirrt, b"rtg unable to do so outside the language, being unable to give up

rvords are therefore forced to acquire the articulations of a primitive reflection'

are constrained, as long as they do not start a critique of the concePts, to move

inside a metaphysical lonception which they think is the_ only possible one'

For all those reaso.rr, Ni"to.he thinirs that the language is the fust

to blame for the trust that people have in the logicality of the being, and by

criticizing the language it is possible both to annul the claims of the categories

to describe th" "rr"ti of ,"rJity, and to question the principles of logic, which

serve as a filter to dilute and simplifi extremely complex phenomena, which

can be noted and transmitted in this way. fu Jean Granier showsas, the German

philosopher proposes three core arguments in order to Prove the deceptive

,r"*. of rfr" hng,r"g. and the fact that it has no value for knowledge: a)

The languag" 
^rUittuiily 

implies that there is an identity between the being

and thJcoicept; b) the language imposes a homogeneous PersPective upon

realities that are not alike, J."ti"g the illusion that there would be an ideal

47 Frie&ich Nietzsche, Fragments f osthumes. Automne 7 8 8*automne 7 8 8 5, tanslated by Michel

Haar et Marc B. De Launay, Paris, Gallimard,7982,p'792'

48 JeatGranier, of. citaP' 98-101.
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prototype in an intelligible wor14 the language maintains a harmful confusion

between the grammar and the structures of reality, by projecting into reality

the grammatical articulations of the language, and by ttrning the speculations

upon the being into simple grammar e:<ercises.

Nietzsche's criticism is also applied to the most important concepts of
the intellect (identity, substance, causality, futltty), showing that they do not

do anything else but follow the main mission of the mechanism of human

knowledge, the falsification of the world and its organizatton according to

the norms established by the conservatory asPect of the will for power. We

will not insist too much on these aspects, suff.ce it to say here that Nietzsche

accepts only with Feat difficulty the idea that all the intellectual means that

people possess as ways to create a contactwith the world fragment theirvision

on the becoming, offer only a static image, which has no dramatic nahrre' a

comforting image that gives the feeJing of security.

F).O" the other hand, Nietzsche warns against the explosive potential

of that type of knowledge that tries to decr;pt the text of the reality in itse$
without being intermediated by a protective shield of utjlitarian nafirre.

The passion for such knowledgeae forbids the interpretation of being in an

anthropomorphic manner, accor&ng to our needs and wishes, being the

e4pression of the intellectual probity which requires deference towards the

polymoryhic and cruel aspect of the realttyrno matter what consequences this

might have upon the individuals.In this situation the prevailrng aspect of the

will for power is thatwhich imposes its procrastination and the abandonment

of the utilitarian fictions in favor of a carefirl investigation of the deeper face

ofthe world to facilitate the observation ofthose two essential determinations

of the being, the plurality and the becoming. But such an action requires a

lot of courage, because it imposes the pattern of an existence under the sign

of incertitude and permanent risks, an existence permanendy faced with the

peril of mental disequilibrium, of falling into madness.

That is exacdy the reason why Nietzsche thinls that the man cannot

survive the trial that the search of the absolute truth implies, because of his

49 Friedrich Nietzsche, Za volonti de 4uissance,Il,trlnslzted by Genevitve Bianquis, Paris, Galli-
mard!995,p.274.
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The young Cioran receives enthusiastically the Nietzschean thesis
his inborn need for questioning and
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body seen as a wl31-e, from the body as the only proper means to investigate
immanence, highlighting that the u rse is-a complicated collection of
appearances behind which there is nothing. Nothing hiies behind the senses,
there is no saving essence.

Cioran joins passionately the anti-Platonic revolution that Nietzsche
proposes and his nviction with which he
involves into this lots of fragments inside
which he propose arances, and the tone of
those e4press a conviction that is armost idolatrous, the religious passion of a
true believer of the concrete, a convinced admirer of life,s demonism.

. P. main argument that cioran uses, crosery folowing Nietzsche, is that
the gbitrary separation of existence between appefiances and essences is an
art'rficial and irrelevant operation, which .t"rt, fro- a hostile attitude towards
the concrete, relying on an allegedly
contributes to the depreciation and c
with principles which are alien to it,
search for what cannot be analyzed: ,.Il
who is responsible for tlis crimel All those who do not have the taste for
appearance and who separate the world into essences and phenomena. They
love the sea but do not love its w.aves.,'51

This observation is directed first of all to schopenhauer, whom he
considers responsible for the wave of pessimism that ilvaded the western
philosophy in the 19th century and which reactivated certain tendencies that
existed in the European way of thinking as consequences of inheriting the
christian vision upon the world. He also contributed to a new and powerfirl
depreciation of the vision on life, this time not in the n'me of a transcendental
principle, not as a result of some divine commands, but due to the observation
of the absurd and desolating spectacle offered by litf.. Such implicit criticism
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the search is in vain: the gold is dissipated in the soul, but the soul is far from
being gold. Slandering life with useless archeology? lhere are no traces.Who
might have left traces? Nothingness sustains nothing.What steps might have
walked under the earth, when tlere is no under?',S4

The implicit gnoseology that can be found in Cioran's writings and which
corresponds to the vision upon the universe as an anarchical conglomerate of
forces is a gnoseology of direct Nietzschean inspiration,which 

"r*-", all the
key elements of the German philosopher's conception upon knowledge and.
truth. F'or Cioran, knowledge is just one ofthe forms of the human instinct of
predator, it is one of the waln in which he tries to extend his ownership on the
world, a.wuy that does not hide any special virflre, nor an unusual inclnation,
but only the will to dominate: ,,In knowledge, the instinct of the predator is
revealed. You want to own everything, to make it yours - and if it is not yours,
you want to tear it to pieces. How could you leave anything untouched, when
your thirst for the unlimited su4)asses the sky and your pride builds rainbows
on the disaster ofideasl!"ss.

In order to fiIl the universe with enough conceptual characters that
would hide the wilderness of the abyss lpng at the basis of all existence, in
order to hide the feaflres of meaninglessness that mysteriously dominates
the cannibalistic metabolism of liFe, one needs to always hang on illusions,
to project a shield of beliefs, powerfirl enough to ensure the comfortable
survival of the individuals, which does not allow them to behold the essendal
dramatism of nature, the cruy show of growth and decrease, ofbirth and the
irrational haste towards destruction:,,People believe in something so they can
forget who they are. They kill their time with all sorts of beliefs, sinking under
ideals and cuddling around. Nothing would hurt them more than *rkirrg ,rp
on the heap of pleasant lies, confronted with the pure existence."56

Just as Nietzsche, Cioran notices the utilitarian character ofthe intellect's
productions, their mission of filtering, that does not allow the perception of
the plural reality and the continuous becoming of all things, contributing to

54 lbidem,p.S7.
55 lbidem,p.46.
56 Ibidem,p.99.
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rorld is aclal$ an infernal succession of sensations, a terrible carousel of

6rms alwalrs brt b"lri"d, a theater of oneness and of the unrepeatable, our-

gnoseological mechanism works at the f""dy distortion of those aspects of

t t.rr."lproposing instead a comfortable image, in which the constant, the

ontinuous, the measurable and the foreseeable are the main pillats, troi1g

Fople faith, making them believe that they are on safe glound, dft no perils:

,O* ff. only lastsl long as our vital shivers last. Besides this, everything is

rial dust t...i O* vibration makes the world; the relaxation of the senses are

iS pauses i..i tt" word steals the prerogatives of the immediate nothingness,

is ituiaty 
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its inconsistency. Flow couldwe free ourselves from the thicket

of sensations if we didnt Pefiify them into forms - into what does not e;ristl

This way we attribute being to ihem. The reality is solidified appeafance"'s7

The petrifcation oir""lity is made especially thto"gh the sieve of

hnguage, which tries to grasp the situation that might be similar into the

-rip"ilirrg net of the identicrl, by Fving preeminence to uniformity and

*aniurd, 6 the detriment of a discontinuous vision,which would pay attention

azctlyto the differences and the incongruities that can be perceived through

,"rrr.r. Th" concept's mission is to create world Peace, bytransforming it into

a loyal province oith" seH, inside which there is no place for the unforeseeable

or rir" Jccidental,where everything obeys the laws of reason,by following their

unchangeable order and denyingany intrusions from emotions or sensitivity'

One of the main .orr""pt, ih"t ,t" used during this operation of

making the world safe is ."nr"lity, which induces the idea that the relations

betw""o things can be directly determined and foreseen through an analysis

of the relation between cause and effect, which would represent a satisfactory

explanation of their genesis. Appropriating Nietzsche's example, Cioran

pr'o*, the illusory cfialacter of t".tt in attempt to reduce the complexity of

the universe's interactions to an amount of foreseeable reactions and he thinks

that this only means proposing a comfortable and plausible perspective, in

order to hide our i-po$ibitity to uttderstand the intimate texture of the

57 lbitum,p.L7.
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phenomena and their true nature: ,TFre difference between cause and effect,

ih. id." that one thitg is another thing's source or that it has an actual

connection with another satisfies a mediocre taste for intelligible matters'

However, when you know that the objects do not exist but flow as a whole in

the air, the connections between them do not reveal anything, neither about

their position nor about their essence. The world was not born, nor did it die,

,rot did it stop at t certatnpoint, nor does it become another with the help of

time, but indulges in an indefinite forever"ss.

All the observations made by Cioran make him adopt the theory of

truth proposed by Nietzsche. This way, he starts by noticing that the truths

that people invoke are nothing more than a systematical effort to falsifr reality,

to iiol;g;e a set of usefirl elIofs which make life possible, in such away that

,To live: to specialize yourself in error."Se This type of truth, that we called

truth-utility, organizes the whole Process of the individuals' accommodation

to reality, alowing them to ignore the huge dangers that lie waiting, for them,

and to i""1 .o-pl.tely at ease in a world full of meaning, a world governed

by so many unbreak"tle certainties. But, against this truth, another form of

truth rises, nurtued by a disappointed and unmistakable lucidity,which tends

to discover the direct face of teakty, removing with a dark voluptuousness

the fictions that tried to alter its true features. It is the type of truth that

corresponds to the truth-probity in Nietzsche's writings, but, if in the case

of the^ German philosopher, the main reason for t6is tendency is a terrible

need to know the final t'ruth,,the real trutn-' if it is driven by the passion for

different. The determining element for

tality that exPresses itself through it,

duals exacdy because it lacks energy,
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cioran insists more than Nietzsche o' th" perils that this type of life

npJies, a kind of knowledge that destroys all illusions. He tends to see this as

cardinal sin, an unforgivaf,le one, direcied against naflEe, threaleni1.S,: .,,1'

individual 
"way 

fro- the irrational fow of the living, projecting him into a

rL obsession of searching the trrth that permanently opposes conscience to

fte natural and unreflexive"development, establishi lg, as Klages remarked'.an

aredrrcible adversity between the spirit and the life: ,,.{ny type of knowledge
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of entering the mad carousel of uncertainty, of challenges, of lacking being
hindering the careless expansion of life, its extension that is protected by a
parade of imaginary constructs with a purely utilitarian pu{pose. In order

to allow the consolidation of the Jiving, to ensure its needed condition to
manifest, a spontaneous acceptance of a set of truths and principles is needed,

without the ever harmfirl mediation of the thinking, which inhibits the

vital impetuosity and destroys even the most invulnerable certainties: ,,{n
individual or an era must breathe unawares in the unconditional status of a
principle, in order to accept it as it is. Knoailedge flrrns any trace of certainty

upside down. Consciousness -a marginal phenomenon of reason- is a source

of doubts, that can only be defeated by the trvilight of the awake spirit."63

But this is only one of the levels of Ciorarls thinking, which do not

orhaust the variety of his reflections upon truth, because, just like Niezsche,

he tries to catch its ambiguous nature, the eternal competition between

revelation and hiding, the frenetic proliferation of masks and perspectives,

going toward the proclamation of a qpe of truth that is similar to the truth-
duplicity in Nietzsche's writings. Ciorarls effort is aimed mainly at keeping

unaltered the creative dynamism of life, at a way of understanding the

overtones of its contradictory aspects, in a waywhich would protect life from
being endangered by eliminating the shield of fictions which is needed for
the expansion of the vital impetuosity, but, in the same time, that would not
contradict the background fuidity of the world, its plurality and its becoming.

The heroic side ofliving in the world is a key issue ofyoung Ciorarls writings,

which reflects upon his view on knowledge and truth, forbidding both the

passive conformism, the reception of a tamed image of the universe and the

dangerous exaltation, the suicidal instinct working for the destruction of all

the errors that are needed for survival.

If, at r fust stage, we were faced with a warning against the dangers of
knowledge and the harmfirl role it can play due to its characteristic dangers

to life, we will see that the Romanian philosopher is not satisfied with an

obedient acceptance of the utility-tnrth and that he strongly criticizes the

53 Cioran,Amurgul gindurilor/Ihe Dwk of the Doughts,p.202.
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ciorart's solution is also borrowed from Nietzsche's texts, and it consists

of imposing a vision uPon the *o+d
in its;f a[ the contraries and the be

game of interpretations, into a continu

to other masks66. The truth is, in such a content, a frenetic superpositi",l:f
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its risfts and its revelations must love and hate the truth' Whoever believes

in truth is nuve; whoever doesnt is snrpid. The only straight way to go is on

the edge. we can only be peqplexed by the finaJ. data- a divine and diabolical

p"rflJoty.And in thi pelplexity e direct

,^ir, thl 
"yr, 

find itimPossib[ to hide
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the evidence covel mYsteries."67

c. Morals and Religion
The Potential for rebellion
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of view of that period were focusing and religion'

therefore it is possible that this part of Ni"Zt.he's thoughts may have seemed

a commonpl".. to cioran. Being too often quoted and used in the writings of

his contemporaties, the Romanian philosopher found them useless, as he was

tr)4ng to d"li-it himseH from the others, to proclaim the uniqueness of his

h"t"ti.rl vision, of his Postwe of a damned thinker'
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Cioran uses the best known Nietzschean ideas about religion and

morals, but, due to a certain superficiality, he does not also adopt the subtleties

of the original writings, simplif,'ing a lot, keeping only the main idea, not

the carousel of arguments, shades, the changes of perspectives, ending uP by

grving the impression of an agltator,interested in the rhetorical effect that his

words have on the public, rather than in their philosophical consistency.

Therefore, the view he proposes upon religions in general and Christianity

in particular is a saddening one, dominated by * essential mediocriry by a

d.evastating taming of the instincts and feelings.The perspective that he shows

is one of sterility, of internal desert, relying on the omnipotent doubt about liFe,

the flesh, the naturalness of the simplest acts, on a PerPetual rebellion against

the immanent.The obsolescence of such a spirinral formula, the chain of empfl'

forms that is imposed by it, the whirl of inhibitions and promises, which is

ffansformed into a genuine chastity belt around the fum core of the dogma" ali

this shape the form of a sickly impossibility to respond to the tme needs of the

man as a concrete being, as a being that is defined by,here" and 'now": "Each
time Christianity falls upon my doubts, an unhealthy pain takes the place of

the skeptical pomp and of the aromatic nrmmages. I cannot breathe in it. It
smells difty.I get closed.Its mythology is worn-out, its symbols are emPty, its

promises are void. Sinister straying of nllro thousand years!"68

This impression of dullness is also given by the tenacious cultivation

of the values rvhich are specific to the many and the poor, by the &sarming

preaching of kindness, the sYst

which are caPable of freeing the

the exaltation of the self, as anchors of
They at 
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Cioran as inspiration for"hi, opinions. A.cordittg to the German philosopher's
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conception, Christianity is the most harmful creation, belonging to the

ignoble representatives of a decaying and powerless humanity, rnined by a'fatal'

physiological weakness, which does not allow it to face direcdy, with its own

weapons, the healthy people, which makes it use an almost endless set of tricks

and arti-fices meant to change the data of the confrontation and to ensure, in
the end, through the change of the entire grid ofvalues, the final triumph.This
slow change of perspectives makes the individual's priorities turn upside down

in an incredible manner, orienting him towards an anti-natwal attitude with
the help of the virus of distrusting the body and the legitimary of satisfying its

instinctual dynamics, a wicked mechanism of demoniac infuence.
This vision comes as a result of the gradual change of the natural data

and the power linls that result from them. It is a consequence of the tacit
revolution made by those who were disadvantaged by the initial equation of a

transparent and easily quantifiable world, in which the powerful and the brave,

endowed with a superiorvitality, make the nrles and hold the power,while the

weakwait on the winners of this genetic game of chance, unassuming in their
condition of slaves, accepting their own ft.gXty and inadaptation. According
to Nietzsche's model, the wealg the powerless, the less gifted for life, who

would have been doomed to a perpeflral condition of subjects, start a powerfirl
ideological riot, using, as means to ensure their success, the onlyweapons they

are able to handle, those of language and persuasion. They slowly manage

to plant the seeds of distrust at the very heart of the ruling class, managing

to convince its representatives that the order securing their supremacy is an

unjust one, founded on an unworthyworship of the body and the force,which
are merely illusions, arbitrary creations of the senses, while the true reality is

one that is present in an world beyond the senses, which is not attached to the

body and which is purely spiritual. The only ones who would have access to

this reality would be ocactly those who deny the dangerous cult of tJre body,

the ones who can dedicate themselves to asceticism, avoiding the temptations

of life, reducing their feelings to a minimum, preparing themselves for the

heavenly state of the end while they still live 6e.

69 To observe the entire process that Nietzsche describes, see Par delh bien et mzl. La gindalogit

de Ia mmale,tzd. par Corn6lius Heim,Isabelle Hildenbrand etJean Gratien, Paris, Gollimard,t97l.
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Nietzsche, who never stops deploring the success of this movement, the
lamentable victorythat the slaves have,whose consequences he identifies at all
levels ofhis contemporary society, and which he thinks leads to an unstoppable

decadence and to an ever-growing depreciation of life,puts forward a genuine

phenomenology of this process. In it, he i, tryitg to understand, firsdy, the

means used in order to cause such a reversal of perspectives, and, secondly,

what changes in the human nature are brought about by such an involution.
If the aristocrat is, first of all, an active being, interested in doing things,

not limited by what others might thinb loving liFe passionately and incapable

of hlpocrisy, despising masks, 
"1*"y= 

keeping the others at a distance, the slave

seems to be some sort of a monkey of his master, unable to act on his own,

but alwap ready to react, to borrow and deform certain features of his master's

gestures. He has a nahre defined by parody, travesty, he is a comedian, a master

of &sguise, preparing his victory in silence and being helped by a lot ofpatience,

deciding to use his very own weakness, the very own features thag according to
the natural order, make him forever inferior to his master. Therefore, the slaves'

doctrine will lay emphasis on exacdy those things that are considered abject by
the aristocracy, creating a vision of the world in which all the core values of their
Wltancchauung',uviJJ. acquire negative connotations. The world built by the weak

ones is a world upside down, a blasphemous response to the world of the masters,

it is the world of ,,no": ,,The slaves'moral rebellion starts where the resentnent
itself becomes creator and generates values: the resentment of beings who are

forbidden the true reaction, the act, who stop doing evil only as a result of an

imaginary revenge. Whfle any aristocratic moral develops from a triumphant
statement of the sel-f, the slave's moral starts by sayrng from the very beginning
'ho" to one .,from outside>, to one who is <different from himu to one who is
<<not himsel-f> and who is not the act by which he creates.'Ihis reversed evaluative

grid - this necessary orientation towards outside instead of towards oneself - is

specifically Lputofthis resentrnent in order to be formed, the slaves'moral first
needs an exterior world, physiologrcally speafting, it needs an external stimulus in
order to be able to function - its action is, essentially, a reaction."7o

70 lbidemrp.27. For an extremdy revolutionary interpretation of the notions of"active" and "reacti-
ve"in Nierzsche's worlg see Gilles Deleuze's wonderfrl.book,Nietzsche et laphilosophie,Pais,PW,T962.
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According to Nietzsche, the relationship with the enemy' with the

"evil', is the crucial element of the two

The aristocrat creates his idea ofgood

imP
the
and

*ay, thirrking that the noble individual is ,bad", hating him for his nobility and

the natrualness ofhis attitudes, and building the notion of good as opposite to

his features, as a derived notion, with no autonomy; he demonizes his enemy'

estroy him bY anY means.
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outside, it turns against himself, provoking a devastating introspection that
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enemies and challenges, limited by the overwhelming vice of the regularity of

virnres, would tear hitseHoff, persecute himself, torfirre himsel-f, tease himself

impatiently, this animal whom they wanted to .,tameu and who was hurting

himser 
"g"irr., 

the bars of his cage, this unfortunate individual" desperately

missing tf,e desert, forced to find inside himself his own adventure, his tortufe'

his darigerous and insecure jungle - this crazy man, this nostalgic and hopeless

p rtso nei A as beco me tdc in ren tor of ni e <gzzilq' conscien cc"' D7s

The orient"tio., to*"rds the self l"ais to replacing the bestiality of the

act with the bestiality oi ttt" thought' Sving bOF.to." real voluphrousness
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natural consequenc" ofthi' disease, the final fall into nihjlism'

Since he strongly believes in his own exp1an1i1n9 f1 maris involution'

Nietzsche tdes to ffi." a set of cures which ,ttoUa culminate with the birth

of the overrnan, th" *"n freed from this poison of culpability, the man viho

is able to regain the harmony with his own instincts, tansforming it into an

ortremely powerful creative for...Th" fust step of thig project is the merciless

polemical critique ortr.. opposite-values and especially of the basic ideas that

lie behind Christianity *T ir, adjacent morals. Cioran seems to have been

especially sensitive,o tiri, provocative, aggressive asPe.ct'limiting himself to the

adoption of a set ofNietzsch"* ,"yingrl*ithout analyzing the minute details'

consequently, the few fragments ofhis earlyworks devoted to this topic

are focused on a) the idea that srilt i, harmfirl for life,b) religron is a form of

taming and a 
"i"t"pfr "ith" 

#""k, c) the criticism of mercy, all these being

specifi callY Nietzschean themes'

AsanorthodoxNietzscheanph-ilosopher,Ciorandemandsthefinal
rernoval ofthe idea of sin,which is considereJan obstacle against the expansion
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oflife: o'We must remove any thoughts about sin from people's conscience and
we must destroy all the religrons and philosophies that spread such a thought
by regarding li-fe as sin. To talk about sin without r"p.rrti.rg the very idea"of
sin is the first step in the chain of criminal thoughts.We ."n oolypoi up with
a humanitywho does not know the sin, who lives all life's acts as virtues.,,7s

Another Nieaschean theme which was borrowed as such is the one
referring to the weakening effect that religion has on the human nature,
the harmful mediocrity it conveys with its meek and humbl" -.rr"g.,
discowagingthe ftenzy of bravery and violence, the obsession of magnificJ.i
deeds, imposing censorship on the instincts, refusing the expansion tf noble
feelings, reversing the natural meaning of the 

"ggt"r.i*rress 
oriented towarrds

the outside: ,,Religions, with their hate for everything that is noble, honorable
and passionate have infected the souls with cowardice, deprived them of new
tremors' of whirling contents. They have not attacked anything as vehemently
as mart's need to be hinself, by revenge. What an aberrationlo forgive your
enemy, to offer him all the cheela invented by an absurd modesty, ,o h. ."r,
spit on the inferior beings you would otherwise instinctively crush under vour
foot!"76

Mercy, schopenhauer's rnain element in his moral vision, is one of the
main targets for Nietzsche's criticism, being a theme that is always discussed
as a landmark of the reserve Zarathustrds author adopted towards his former
mentor. Cioran does not hesitate to touch this subject too, one of the most
easily tecogntzable Nietzschean points at thattime, a nucleus of ideas which,
combined with some themes of Byronian and satanist origin, are used by a
lot of arrw young men to prove their rebellion and their desire to prorrok",
to announce their project to shock obviously, mercy is quickly dismissed,
ridiculed, slandered with all sorts of a-rguments, *or. o, 1".. o.igirrrl, being
considered a ridiculous reminiscence of Christianity and Judais-, *hi.il
needs to be overcome by a generation firll of vitality, finally freed from any
taboos and drawbacks. cioran could not possibly miss such a chan." to score
in the game of defiance, and, very consistent with his riotous project, he writes:

75 Cioran, ^ !37
76 Cionn, ilap.+z
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"In t]re heap of stains and monstrosities or in the vicious refinement of themind you will never find a darker and more.rookJ;;lr.rrion than mercy.Nothing diverts 
": r*? from beauty more than its ofitsu. And if only therewere only beauty! But.the underground virtues of this vice turn us away fromour essential roles and see corruption in everything that is not produced bythe taste for decay, by fe g*r,'p, and the ,ott.rrrr"i, territories of mercy andpretorts for its infernal voluptuousness,,z .

As we tried to prove, Nietzsche's influence on ciorans Romanianwritings is a central one, manifested at the levels of his ontological andgnoseological vision and ion and morals. Alongsidewith many themes that
and Weininger, the Niet 

er' Simmel' Schopenhauer

elements.r'itgr"i""ly ,T,Tff""tr#ff;:
necessary materials to create his specific phirosophical styrJ, with its recurrentthemes and its specific *."r of yiting. In th. .ont.*t #, ao*irrant interestf,"t tlr 9r-t** philosophy, and in g3rr"r"t for the North European thinkers(we should mention h"r" his irrt.r"i for Kierkeg""ra, *rro.. influence uponthe author of 77te Passionate Handbookcannot be"inv.stigated in this limitedresearch), which, 

". y. rl"y.d in the previous chapters, is considered much
,:!r:r,a a transfiguring barbarity, to a contact with the authentic sources ofIife, Nietzsche's figure ir tot"t"ry, ir. pr"y, the part of an idol whose opinionsare enthusiastically *i 

",.? 
rr.r.riti.nly ernbraced Uyy""S Cioran.His F'rench period brings with it a 

-different'C; of readings andprivileged intellectual sources, p.i"g balanced by 
" 

*rrrirr" return to the greatbooks of the humanistic and skepti"car European o"ari"". He almost arwaysrefers to the French autLors, -iro off., him an arsenal of arguments andideas that contribute to the crystarl",ation of his new serf,image, the imageof the cursed blas6, one who suffered physicafly from an insurmountable evil,and who thus became immune to an the faitasi", 
"J ti.. of a humanityexalted by a permanent search for idears. The new )iora' s"ts himself apartfrom his former mentors, and. the fust idor to be d:throned., in this process
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of conceptual surgery is Nietzsche, the dangerous prophet, considered to be

a true prince of the exalted, a histrionic master of the delirium.If,inA Sbort

History of Decay, the first book he published in French, we can easily find a

lot of fragments dominated by the German writer's influence, especially in
the areas related to knowledge and truth,litde by litde, Nietzsche's presence

becomes less obvious, the foreground being replaced by a series of themes

that will contribute to the construction of Cioran's image of a radical skeptic,

a faithful lover of doubt.

Cioran si filozofia lui Nietzsche
(Rezumat)

Articolul nostrum consacrat rapornrlui lui Cioran cu gindirea
nietzscheani a pornit de la sublinierea radicalei transformflri pe care o suferd

imaginea lui Nietzsche o datl cu trecerea de la opera romineasci la aceea

frzncezd.. Dac[ pentru tindrul Cioran Nietzsche este cea mai fascinant[ figur[
din istoria filosofiei tocmaifindci neagi obignuitele caracteristici ale filosofului
in sens tradifonal, tocmai fi.indci propune o gindire vie gi contradictorie
hrlnit[ dintr-o abisah experienll personall, mafirizarca lui Cioran impune
o percepfle diferitl asupra autorului tut Ecce homo, socotit un filosof ad usurr.

delphini, insuficient de cinic Ai de lucid pentru a ?n1elege cu destd[ detagare

scepticl minabila ecuafie a conditiei umane.

Aceastl tmnsformare e vizibiH gi la nivelul gindirii cioraniene : dacl.,

ata cum m rrr5rtat, punctele nodale ale vizi':nii despre lume a lui Cioran
sint masiv impregnate de elemente preluate din filosofia nietzschean1, dela
ontologia lui incipientl,pinl,la reflecgiile dezordonate despre morall gi religie,

opera de limbi francezl. rrratchearzl. o desprindere de modelul nietzschean,

propunind un dizolvant melanj intre un scepticism acid gi o meditalie de

sorginte orientali asupra vacuiti,tii.
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Cioran etla philosophie de Nietzsche
(Resum6)

Notre article consacr6 au rapport de Cioran avec la pensde nietzsch6enne

a eu comme point de d6part le soulignement de la radicale transformation

que I'image de Nietzsche subit une fois avec le passage de l'euvre roumaine

a, 1'-rr*. frangaise. Si, pour le jeune Cioran, Nietzsche est la plus fascinante

figure de fhistoire de la philosophie justement Parce qu il a le courage de nier

les habinrelles caract6ristiques du philosophe traditionnel, justement Parce

qu'il propose une r6flexion vive et contradictoire norurie ptu une abyssale

exp6rience personnelle de la proximit6 avec la folie,la maturation de Cioran

impose une grille de lecture &ff6rente sur fauteur de Ecce homo, consid6r6

comme 6tant un philosophe ad usuttt delphini, insuffisamment cynique et

lucide pour comprendre avec assez dbbjectivit6 la minable 6quation de la

condition humaine.

La transformation de l'attitude de Cioran Par rapPort i Nietzsche est

visible aussi au niveau de sa pens6e. Si les points nodaux de son vision de

jeunesse sur le monde sont fortement impr6gnds d'616ments emPrunt6s i la

philosophie nietzsch6enne,l'cuwe de langue frangaise marque un d6tachement

d" .. -odele, en proposant un dissolvant mdlange entre un scepticisme acide

et une m6ditation dbrigine orientale sur la vacuit6.
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